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HiTech Global K800
NVMe firmware port to HiTech Global K800 initial testing complete
◦ Error in reading Peak Latency values in test software are suspected to be due to a clock domain crossing

error
◦ This is further backed up by 14 critical warnings in Vivado CDC Report
◦ “Bug Report” has been written up and sent to BEAM

Build files can be found at https://github.com/DUNE/pl-nvme/tree/HTG-K800
◦ Includes build instructions
◦ Full step-by-step instructions from KCU105 to HTG-K800 can be provided upon request

Received test data from Rob Hallsal (RAL) using KCU105 + Samsung 970 Evo Drives
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https://github.com/DUNE/pl-nvme/tree/HTG-K800


Testing Data – 20GB Write
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K800 + Seagate FireCuda 520 KCU105 + Samsung 970 Pro

Written to 4K Blocks



Testing Data – 200GB Write
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K800 + Seagate FireCuda 520 KCU105 + Samsung 970 Pro

Written to 4K Blocks



Testing Data – Peak Latency (200GB)
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Original Post Software & Firmware Changes

Written to 4K Blocks



NVMe Readout
What do we need to do?

1. Take data (already in 4kByte blocks) – using incrementing counter at this stage
2. Write data to drives in parallel
3. Read data out to host PC

1. Confirm all blocks written to drives
2. Confirm all blocks have 4k Bytes
3. Confirm data is written in correct sequence

4. Stitch blocks back together in the correct order to give a single data-stream
1. Requires special treatment for missing blocks

5. Check the data-stream is correct (no missing blocks)
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NVMe Readout
Initial sanity check
◦ Use BEAM test software to read 2 blocks to 

binary output file (.bin)
◦ Very primitive Python script to convert output to 

list of Bytes in integer format
◦ Output consisted of 8192 elements (Bytes) as

expected
◦ Counter uses 4 Bytes: each of values 0 to 255
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and so on…



NVMe Readout
Written simple Python script which piggybacks off of 
Beam test_nvme software

1. Uses test_nvme to write 20GB data
2. Uses test_nvme to read a specified number of 

4kByte blocks to .bin output file
3. Interpret binary data to list of bytes in integer

format
4. Checks the list contains expected number of Bytes
5. Compiles Bytes into a single data-stream string
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NVMe Readout
Example output for 10 block readout
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Problem here is that the test_nvme software does its own error checking for missing blocks when 
it reads, so you’ll never produce an error case when piggybacking off of it in this way.
◦ Need to write the readout solution into dedicated software that can perform the same tasks as Beam

test software
◦ Need custom data sets with intentional errors for testing scenarios where blocks are missing/corrupt



NVMe Readout
Example of 8kByte data-stream output
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These are still very primitive readout solutions performed mostly for sanity check and proof of concept 
purposes.
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